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A couple of articles in today's Toronto Star has prompted me to address them.

They are mentioning the misconduct of the Conservative Party, but not in the way

that they should. The following are just excerpts of the full article, but you can

google the full story if interested.

The news sources are playing it as "it's just politics between rival parties", but we all know that the right-wing movement has

nothing to do with politics. It's all fake drama, lies, blatant misinterpretations of anything the Liberals put forth.

The Conservative Party is sabotaging our federal government (the federal & the provincial conservative premiers are in

cahoots). They are doing this in order to get Erin O'Toole into the PM position so that he can continue the destruction of

Canada that Stephen Harper started.
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The intention was to get conservatives in at the provincial level, in order to rip up our Charter, destroy confederation, and

line us up with other destructive countries that run an authoritarian government.

The news sources are not addressing the misconduct by the right-wing party on their FaceBook pages or their Twitter

accounts. They aren't letting CDNs know what the right-wing intentions are. None mention that they have caused risings of

the "Yellow Vests", The O&G Convoys,

The Anti-Maskers, etc.. In fact, when Andrew Scheer and Jason Kenney attempted to cause radicals to rise against First

Nation blockades, no news sources mentioned that the right-wing party was inciting violence.

The news sources don't call out the blatant misinformation that the right-wing party posts on their social media. They never

mention the misconduct of Senators Batters and Frum on their social media pages.
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